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Across
1 Get belt from puritan running amok with spades I
abandoned (7)
5 Perhaps I dream about capturing Theresa’s heart (7)
9 Withdrawn obsessive hoarding French art, diamonds
and German porcelain (7)
10 Brief a Conservative, one infiltrating Liberal Clubs (7)
11 Adjusted pistol brought back by an unruly adolescent
(9)

Down
1 Deviant departs with nun's knickers (10)
2 Cunning minor caught (7)
3 Gets annoyed about daughter repeating obscure
questions (7)
4 Those who rue having entered Fastnet in epic
capsizing (9)
5 TV chef making turnover was sick (5)

13 Not having Ecstasy, supply crack (4)

6 Monkey about under raincoat (only after leaving uni)
(7)

14 Woman in garden constantly scratching rear (3)

7 Class drank in gambling houses (7)

16 Pedal dropped by irregular mechanic (7)

8 Nissan LEAF maybe parked up to charge (4)

17 With steps alongside, fighter plane gets ready for takeoff (7)
19 Essentially, Marston's beer is flat (5)
20 Risks Mad Hatter's tarts he dished out (7)
23 Declare how old someone is? That's mean! (7)
26 Dash off to box in Swan (3)

12 Stop American tank bearing south (5)
15 Hospital stopping operation before I upset women in
theatre (10)
17 Female circuit judge wants no end of delightful cakes
(9)
18 Left Eastern character facing Victoria Embankment (5)

27 One at rank holds ten? (4)

21 Travelling aimlessly round with Garmin out of order
(7)

28 What's required for disco dancing etc one's missing,
lost or forgotten perhaps (9)

22 Going after any one of seven, I nearly catch Dopey (7)

30 Almost inveigle criminal into putting mask on (7)

24 Bound to suffer defeat after surrender of lead to
Iceland in Nice upset (7)

31 Canine barking a lot – no water, maybe (7)
32 New Government prefer hugs to disdain (7)
33 Following introduction to Simon Rattle I'm seen
getting measure of conductor (7)

25 Some idiot engaged in European campaign (7)
28 First signs of any new guests spreading towels produce
terrible anxiety for Germans (5)
29 Flush not quite happening (4)

